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This Documentation
Welcome to the Import Manager v9 documentation.
This help file contains full documentation for CRM Extensions Import Manager v9
The newest version of this documentation can always be found online at the following link:
http://crmextensions.com/userguides
Import Manager v9
Document Revision: 1.0
If you find any errors in this documentation or if something is simply not explained thoroughly
enough, please email us at the following address: support@crmextensions.com
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Introduction
Import Manager v9 is a powerful tool that allows mass manipulation of data inside Microsoft
Dynamics CRM, with unprecedented control during both import, deletion and updating of data.
With the intuitive Office 2010 User Interface it is easy to set up complex data manipulation tasks in
just a few short steps.
Import Manager v9 can do much more than just import data to Microsoft Dynamics CRM.





Complex matching is possible without any prior SQL knowledge.
There’s easy drag and drop mapping of fields.
With the new dynamic fields, it is possible to change data on the fly.
Furthermore it is possible to delete data as opposed to import or update data.

Import Manager v9 has a new client-server architecture that enables one Import Manager v9
installation to connect to several different CRM Servers. It is then possible to log into the Import
Manager v9 Server from a client and control it according to ones user privileges.
In addition Import Manager v9 can be scheduled to run tasks automatically on a regular basis,
ideal for larger imports or conservation of system resources during office hours. A feature that
enables you to make sure your CRM database is always updated with the latest information from
all external sources.
Import Manager v9 works with Excel, Access, SQL, ERP Systems, Text Files, other CRM Systems,
any ODBC system and thus just about anything you can imagine.
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Main windows
When you log into Import Manager you will first be presented with the Welcome screen, which
gives you various information about Import Manager.
The area covered by this welcome screen (inside the red boundary in the screen below) is the
main screen and the content found here, will change depending on your current selection.
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The tree view (inside the red boundary in the screen below) offers an overview depending on
what has been selected from the list below. As a default, it will show you a tree view with all of
your servers and what packages, users, data sources and data files belong to each individual
server.
It can however, also show you a list of running jobs or users, if either of these have been selected
from the buttons below.
The update link in the bottom right can be used to update the tree.
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Use the user view, when setting up or editing users, as in the screen below.

Alternatively an overview of running jobs can be shown, which is extremely helpful in hectic
environments with a lot of activity.
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Simple Import from a text source
Follow the guide in this chapter step by step if you want to setup a simple import from a text file.
This guide will not cover dynamic fields, transformations or deletions and will only skip over match
criteria lightly.

Setting up the Data Source:
1: Right click "Data Files" in the tree menu to the
left and select "Upload New".

2: In the browser that pops up, browse to the
location of your data file and select it.
Remember that the file should be in text
format (usually this would mean a file of the
type csv or txt).

3: The tree will update, to show you that a file

4: Right click "Data Source" and select "New".

has been uploaded and if you right click the file, it
is possible to edit it or delete it.
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Give the Data Source a name and select the
"Text file Datasource" from the list. Click
"Create".

Make sure that the settings for the chosen
file are correct. You can select a file under
the file name drop down menu, select
whether this file has a header row or not,
choose the Separator, set up whether there's
any quotation and finally what encoding the
file uses.
The Separator is used to separate columns
inside the text file, where a new line
separates rows. The quotation is sometimes
used for text strings. What encoding your file
uses, is usually determined by your location.

Click "OK".
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The Data Source has now been created. If you select it in the tree, by expanding "Data Sources"
and selecting the particular data source, you can view and change settings.
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Setting up the Package
Right click "Package" in the left tree menu and select
"New".

Give the new package a name and a small description.
Select the amount of information you wish to log during
an import by checking the corresponding radio button.
You can also select whether you want the import to run
with a single or multiple threads, the latter being faster
on computers with multiple cores.
Click Data Sources.
Notice that the Data Source created previously is listed here, so we don't need to create one.

The selected Data Source will be blue as opposed to white if you have other listed.
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Setup Import Rule
Create an Import Rule for our package and give the rule a name and select an entity type to import
into.
Finally select the Data Source created earlier and click "Add".

A pop up window will provide you with some basic information about the Contact, with default
actions, which you can change to suit your needs.
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It's possible to change settings for the
Data Source here, as well as create
Dynamic Fields, but for this simple
import we will go straight to matching.
Click the "Matching" icon in the menu
bar in the top.

Right click "Criteria" and select "And".

Right click the newly created filter and select
"Add Condition...".

Select an "Attribute", a "Condition" and a "Datasource" to match and click "OK".
For our example we used the "First Name" attribute from the contact entity, the "Equal" condition
and "First" from the data source as seen in the screen below.

Repeat this procedure, but this time map "Last Name" to "Last”
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You've now created a match criterion that states: if first name and last name both match the
record, there is a match.

In the field mappings window you will have two columns of fields.
On the left side the fields found in the data source and on the right, the fields found in the chosen
CRM entity.
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It is now a simple task to drag the fields on the right to their corresponding field on the left to
create field mappings like seen in the screen below.

Click the "Run" tab in the top followed by the "Save & Run" button and the following screen will be
visible.
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After a while you should get something along the lines of the screen below. If the imports are
running a little slow to start with, it is usually because Import Manager needs to start up Microsoft
Dynamics CRM first.

Once the import is done and you've closed down the window you can see the jobs under a
particular package by selecting the package as seen in the screen below.
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Simple Import from a ODBC source
Follow the guide in this chapter step by step if you want to setup a simple import from an ODBC
source.
This guide will not cover dynamic fields, transformations and deletions and will only skip over
match criteria lightly.

Setting up the Data Source
Right click "Data Sources" under the server in the tree
structure in the left side and select "New" as seen in the
screen below.

Select ODBC Datasource from the list, give
your source a name and click "Create".
You need to give Import Manager a
connection string to the ODBC Source to
which you want to connect.
In our example we wish to connect to a SQL
Server 2005 Database and so we need the
following connection string:
Driver={SQL Native Client};
Server=myServerAddress;
Database=myDataBase;
Uid=myUsername;
Pwd=myPassword;
You can find alternative connection strings to suit your setup on the following homepage:
www.connectionstrings.com
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After we change it to correspond with the
database used in our example it looks like
this:

Driver={SQL Native Client};
Server=.;
Database=Contacts;
Uid=ImportUser;
Pwd=Password#1;
We need a SQL statement that collects
the data we need.
In our example the following
statement will do:
SELECT * FROM Contacts

As seen in the screen above, it is then possible to do a test to see if the connection string and the
SQL statement are correct.
This will, provided they are correct, result in the following two messages.

To finish, simply click "OK".
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Setting up the Package
Right click "Package" in the tree structure in
the left side and select "New" as seen in the
screen beside.

Give the new package a name and description.

Click Import Rules in the top menu and give your new rule a name.
Select the data source created earlier and an appropriate CRM entity type to import into.

Click "Add".The

Setup Import Rule
Import Rule window will pop up. Here you may change actions though the default actions are fine
for most purposes, including ours.
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Click the Matching tab to see the matching window.
Right click "Criteria" and select "And".
Right click the newly created filter and select "Add Condition...".
Select an "Attribute", a "Condition" and a "Datasource" to match and click "OK".

For our example we used the "Email Address 1" attribute from the contact entity, the "Equal"
condition and finally the "Email" from the data source.
Click the "Mapping" icon in the top menu to see the "Field Mappings" window. In the left column
you will find the fields found in your data source and in the right column, the fields found in your
CRM Entity.
Drag and drop each of the data source fields to the corresponding CRM entity field on the right.
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Click the "Run" tab and then "Save & Run" to save and run your rule.

Once the import is done and you've closed down the window you can see the jobs under a
particular package by selecting the package as seen in the screen below.
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Data files
In some cases you will need to upload data files to the server, before importing data from these
files. This is necessary because Import Manager runs in a client-server environment.
You can still edit these files from the client, but you will have to do so through Import Manager
(see the "Edit Data Files" section)

Upload data files
To upload a data file is simple, follow the steps below to
do so.
Right click data files in the tree menu to the left and
select "Upload New".

Locate the file and click "Open".
Click the "Update" link outlined in the screen below in
red and the tree menu to the left should update to show
you the newly uploaded file.

Edit Data Files
If you wish to edit data files after they've been uploaded
to the server, this is still possible.
Expand the tree view to see the files on a particular
server.
Right click the file you want to edit and select "Edit".

The file will then be opened in the standard editor for its type. If no standard editor has been set
for the given type, you have to select one.
Deleting a file is even easier - follow the same path as mentioned above, but pick "Delete" instead
of "Edit".
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Data Sources
Before you can perform an import, you need to create a data source, from where the data should
be imported. This can be done both inside a package, but also before you create a package.

Create Data Source
To create a data source in Import Manager , follow these
steps.
In the tree view to the left, right click "Data Sources" and
select "New".
Give the data source a name and select its type.
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Text Plugin
If you choose a text file as your data source, you will see the following screen (below), with various
information and settings regarding your choice.

The filename is followed by "Has header row" which simply states whether or not the file has a
header row describing the content (Eg. a header row could be NAME; PHONE; EMAIL followed by a
second line of content such as John Smith; 090909; John@Smith.com).
Then there's the separator, which is simply the symbol that separates each field - in our example
above, the separator used was a semicolon, though commas and spaces can also be used.
Furthermore, it is possible to set whether single, double or no quotation is used for strings and
finally what type of encoding the text file has.
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Excel plugin
Before importing from an excel file, it is necessary to upload the file!
Furthermore Excel must be installed on the server running Import Manager (for an alternative see
further below in this chapter).
If you choose an Excel file as your data source, you will see the following screen (below).

Here it's possible to select the filename from a drop down menu, determine whether a header row
is present (Eg. a header row could be NAME; PHONE; EMAIL followed by a second line of content
such as John Smith; 090909; John@Smith.com) and finally set up a SQL command that selects the
proper data from the file.
The SQL Command used above states:
Select * from [Sheet1$]
Where the brackets and the $ sign are necessary, to indicate the selection is taken from a sheet,
the name of which, is Sheet1. Basically the best and simplest way is to select data by sheet, as you
would normally select it from a table. This requires you to have only one table per sheet though!
If you don't have Excel installed on the server on which Import Manager is running, you will need
to download and install some Microsoft Excel Data components.
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These can be found by following this link:
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=7554F536-8C28-4598-9B72EF94E038C891&displaylang=en
For detailed information about how to import data from excel to SQL, read this article from
Microsoft:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/321686
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ODBC Plugin
If you choose an ODBC datasource, you will see the following screen (below).

The "Connection String" field is where you insert the connection string appropriate for your
particular ODBC data source (examples of connection strings can be found below).
The "TimeOut" field gives the time in seconds Import Manager will spend trying to connect, before
timing out or getting a response.
These two fields are followed by a "Test" button, that will test the string, to see if it works.
Finally we have the "SQL Command Text" field, likewise followed by a "Test" button, to see if a
given statement works. This field is quite powerful, in that it's possible to use any valid SQL
statement to get your information out of the database.
Any data source that uses the open database connectivity (ODBC ) standard can be used to import
data via Import Manager into Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
The question is simply what connection string to use.
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Connection strings

Here is a list of some of the more common ODBC connection strings:
ODBC Source:

Connection String:

SQL Server
Driver={SQL Server};Server=myServerAddress;Database=myDataBase;
Standard Security Uid=myUsername;Pwd=myPassword;
SQL Server 2005 Driver={SQL Native Client};Server=myServerAddress;Database=myDataBase;
Standard security Uid=myUsername;Pwd=myPassword;
SQL Server 2005 Provider=Microsoft.SQLSERVER.MOBILE.OLEDB.3.0;Data
Compact Edition Source=myPath\myData.sdf;
Standard security
Oracle New
Version

Driver={Microsoft ODBC for Oracle};Server=myServerAddress;
Uid=myUsername;Pwd=myPassword;

Oracle Old Version Driver={Microsoft ODBC Driver for Oracle};ConnectString=OracleServer.world;
Uid=myUsername;Pwd=myPassword;
MySQL MyODBC
2.50 Local
database

Driver={mySQL};Server=localhost;Option=16834;Database=myDataBase;

MySQL MyODBC
2.50 Remote
database

Driver={mySQL};Server=myServerAddress;Port=3306;Option=131072;Stmt=;
Database=myDataBase;Uid=myUsername;Pwd=myPassword;

Access 2007
Provider=Microsoft.ACE.OLEDB.12.0;Data
Standard security Source=C:\myFolder\myAccess2007file.accdb;Persist Security Info=False;
Access Standard
security

Driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};Dbq=C:\mydatabase.mdb;
Uid=Admin;Pwd=;

Please note that several different connection strings exists for most types of ODBC data sources,
depending on the connection type.
For a complete list of all ODBC data sources and their variant connection strings depending on
type, please refer to www.connectionstrings.com
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XML Plugin
Before importing from an XML file, it is necessary to upload not only the XML file, but also the
XLST file that describes how to read the XML file! Because XML files differ widely in how they're
set up, it is impossible for Import Manager to read any kind of XML file, except when it's
accompanied by the XLST file that tells Import Manager how to read the file. XLST stands for Xml
Stylesheet Language Transformation.
This documentation does not cover how to create, read or maintain neither of these file formats,
though plenty of literature has been written about this subject.
Follow the example below to learn how to import from an XML data source.
Start by uploading the two files, as seen in the screenshot below.

The next thing to do, is simply to create a Data source, give it a name and select "Xml file
Datasource" from the list.
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This will take you to the window depicted below. Here you select your XML and XSLT files (they
must be uploaded to the server first) and then you set the settings defining what kind of
Separator, Quotation and Encoding is used, as well as whether or not a header row is present.

Once you've created your data source, you can check whether or not you've provided the correct
settings and a pair of files that work properly together by creating an Import Rule and setting up
the match criteria.
In the example below, the fields are properly separated.

Naturally, you will need to know how to make an XSLT file that works with your XML file, but this
topic, which in itself is rather large, is not covered in this documentation. However, a plethora of
books and online references can be found that should cover all needs on this subject.
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Packages
Packages in Import Manager can be defined as a collection of import rules and data sources.
After creating a Package it is necessary to set up its data source along with match criteria, field
mappings and Import Rules.
Start by creating the package, by right clicking Packages in the tree view to the left and selecting
"New".

In the pop up window, give the package a name.

Finally you should give the package a description and define what level of logging is needed and
whether to take advantage of multi threading or not (on servers with more than one core, this will
increase the import speed).
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If the import has already become routine and runs smoothly, you should change this to a low level
of logging, adding to the speed of the overall process, on the expense of details in the log. On the
other hand, if it's the first time you're running the import, keeping a high level of logging details
would likely be a good idea, should something go wrong.

The package is far from finished, as you will need to set up import rules and a data source before it
will be able to run.

Data sources
While it is quite possible to create data sources independently of the packages, they can also be
made on the fly inside a package or you can simply select previously made data sources from here.
In the screen below, depicting the Data Sources view under the Design tab in our Test Package, it
is both possible to enter a name to create a new data source from a drop down list or simply select
a previously made data source from the list below.
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To create a new data source, enter a name, select a data source type from the drop down menu
and click the "Create" button (outlined in red below).
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This will rapidly let you create data sources, though these will need to be edited to make sure they
work as intended.

In the delete and edit column to the right of the list, it is possible to either delete or edit each
individual data source.
Deletion will simply remove the data source, while clicking edit, will allow you to edit the data
source in the same manner as one is created.
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Match Criteria
Unless you're importing data into a new and empty CRM database, it is important to set up match
criteria, to define when an entity exists in the data base. Import Manager supplies you with a
powerful and yet easy way to do this.
The empty matching window of a package is depicted below. By right clicking criteria, the option
to either add a filter or clear will become visible.

Selecting "Clear", will delete all previously made filters and conditions, selecting "Add filter" will
give you the choice of adding a new filter and expands to allow you to select either an "And" or an
"Or" filter. Once a filter has been added and you right click the filter, as depicted below, it will be
possible to either change the type of the filter by selecting "Type" followed by the new type or you
can add a new filter or condition.
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This way you can slowly build up a rather complex set of filters and conditions to meet your
specific matching criteria.

Filters
Filters are necessary, even when only one condition is present, though in this case which filter is
selected doesn't matter.
There are two types of filters, the "And" filter and the "Or" filter.
Which filter you select matters if you want more than one condition to determine whether or not
a match is met. In a very simple matching criterion you could simply say if phone number equals
phone number, then the records match. In this case a single "And" filter with a single condition
would be enough and the definition of the filter wouldn't be immediately clear. However, once
two conditions are present, it is important to select the correct filter!
The “And” Filter

In its simplest form, the "And" filter simply states: "if condition one AND condition two are met,
there is a match".
This means that both conditions in an "And" filter must be met and in fact all the conditions in an
"And" filter, should there be more than two, must be met for the overall criteria to be met.
Example 1.
In the screenshot below, if first names match AND last names match AND accountrolecode equals
1 (if the contact is a Decision maker) there is a match.
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Example 2.
In the screenshot below, if email addresses match AND the accountcategorycode equals 1 (the
account belongs to a preferred customer) AND the accountclassificationcode equals 1, then there
is a match.

The “Or” Filter

In its simplest form, the exclusive "Or" filter simply states: "if either condition one OR condition
two are met, there is a match".
This means that only one of the conditions in an "Or" filter must be met for the criteria to
match. Should there be more than two conditions in an "Or" filter only one of all of these may
match for the overall match to be valid. If, for example, two or more conditions in an "Or" filter
matches, then there is no overall match!
Example 1.
In the screenshot below, if either first names OR email addresses match, then a match has been
found, but NOT if they both match!
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Example 2.
In the screenshot below, if the main telephone numbers match AND the accountcategorycode
equals 1 OR if the accountnumbers match, we have a match. However, this means that if the
main telephone numbers AND the accountnumbers match, then there's NO match! The same
goes for a case where the accountnumber matches AND the accountcategorycode equals 1!
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Conditions
When you add a new condition by selecting "Add condition" the screen below will appear.

Here you can basically select the following:


An attribute from the CRM entity - a drop down menu will enable you to select any
attribute from the type of CRM entity you are importing into.



A condition - one of a range of conditions, such as "Equal" can be selected, the full range is
explained below.



A value, this can be either a constant (certain attributes in an entity can only be set to
certain constants) or a field from the Datasource (other variations exists, depending on the
chosen condition).

There are a multitude of possible conditions in Import Manager, depending on the data type of a
certain attribute. E.g. certain attributes can only contain numbers, while others contain text or
dates. When you select an attribute of an entity in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Import Manager will
recognize what data may be entered into this attribute and will only make conditions available
that fit with this data type.
Most of these conditions are self-explanatory, but nevertheless a complete list has been made in
the sub chapter "Condition List" found under this chapter.
List conditions

Two conditions utilizes lists, "In a list of values" and "Not in a list of values".
If one of these two conditions is selected, Import Manager will compare the value found in the
attribute with the values in the list provided by the user, thus when working with lists it is
necessary to enter a number of strings or numeric values in a list (see the screenshot below). It is
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important that the data type in the attribute of the CRM entity, matches the data type used in the
list of values!
As seen in the screenshot below, the attribute has been set to "Address 1: City" and the condition
to "In a list of values". Furthermore, three city names have been entered and the condition will
return true, if the city name of the entity matches either of these three city names (Copenhagen,
Oslo or Stockholm).

So basically if an account in the CRM database has an address with the city name Copenhagen,
Oslo or Stockholm, a match will be made.
Two Values

Two conditions use two values, namely the conditions "Between two values" and "Not between
two values".
As can be derived from the names of these conditions, they check to see whether or not the value
of the attribute is between two values, either entered manually as constants or picked from the
data source. It is important that the data type in the attribute of the CRM entity, matches the data
type selected from the data source or entered as constants!
In the example below, if the longitude of the account address is between 5 and 25 (including both
values), a match will be made.
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In the example below, if the credit limit of an account is between the value "Lower Credit Limit"
and "Upper Credit Limit", both found in the data source, a match will be made.

Dates and Times

For certain attributes, dates are used, which opens up a new range of date based conditions.

Like

The "Like" or "Not Like" conditions can be used to compare a text based attribute with a text
based value from either the data source or a constant.
In its basic form, without utilizing wild cards, the use of these conditions will compare in the same
way as using a standard "Equal" condition, except it can only be used on strings (text based
attributes). E.g. the following condition setup would match if the Description of the entity
matched the Account Name of the data source.
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It is when wild cards are utilized that we really see how versatile the like condition can be.
Here's a list of the available wildcards, with a description and an example for each.
Wild Card
Character
%

Description

SQL Example

Any string of zero or more
characters.

WHERE title LIKE '%computer%' finds all book
titles with the word 'computer' anywhere in the
book title.
_
Any single character.
WHERE au_fname LIKE '_ean' finds all four-letter
(underscore)
first names that end with ean (Dean, Sean, and
so on).
Any single character within the
WHERE au_lname LIKE '[C-P]arsen' finds author
[]
specified range ([a-f]) or set
last names ending with arsen and starting with
([abcdef]).
any single character between C and P, for
example Carsen, Larsen, Karsen, and so on.
Any single character not within the WHERE au_lname LIKE 'de[^l]%' all author last
[^]
specified range ([^a-f]) or set
names starting with de and where the following
([^abcdef]).
letter is not l.
This table was taken from the article: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms179859.aspx
which explains LIKE in more detail.
Import Manager Examples.
For example if we're trying to match with hotmail emails, we could set up the following condition:
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Looking for contacts with first names that end in ean, such as Dean, Sean Jean or Bean, we could
do the following setup:

Looking for contacts with a middle name that consists of a capital letter, followed by a full stop:
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Or adversely looking for contacts that don't have a middle name that consists of a capital letter,
followed by a full stop:

This could of course have been done with a NOT LIKE as well.
The wild cards can be mixed and matched to create versatile text comparisons of rather advanced
sorts.
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Condition List.
Condition
Equal

Explanation

Examples

Ex. Explanation

= probably the simplest condition and will
Account Number
Returns true when the
simply check if an attribute is the same as a Equal
attribute Account Number
value. Returns true when attribute equals
Account Number
is equal to the Account
value.
Number of the data source.
!=
the
opposite
of
the
above,
will
simply
Category
Returns true when the
Not Equal
check that the values are NOT the same.
Not Equal
account does not belong to
Returns true when attribute doesn't equal
[1] Preferred Customer a preferred customer.
value.
Takes only an Attribute and checks to see if it Master ID
Returns true whenever the
Null
is Null or Empty. Returns true when the
Null
Master ID is empty.
attribute is empty.
The opposite of the above, will check to see if Master ID
Returns true whenever the
Not Null
an attribute is not Null or empty. Returns true Not Null
Master ID is not empty.
if an attribute is not empty.
> checks to see if the value of an attribute is Credit Limit
Returns true whenever the
Greater than
greater than a constant or the value of a field Greater than
credit limit is greater than
from the data source. When x > y, this
2000
2000.
condition returns true whenever x is larger
than y.
Returns true whenever the
Greater or equal >= checks to see if the value of an attribute is Credit Limit
greater than or equal to a constant or the value Greater or equal
credit limit is greater than
of a field from the data source. When x >= y, 2000
2000 or exactly 2000.
this condition returns true whenever x is larger
than or the same as y.
Department
Returns true when the
In a list of values Enables you to enter values in a list. If the
attribute can be found in this list, then the
In a list of values
department is either IT,
condition is true. Returns true if the value of List:(IT, Sales,
Sales or Marketing.
the attribute can be found in the user specified Marketing)
list.
Created By
Returns true only when the
Not in a list of Enables you to enter values in a list. If the
attribute
can
be
found
in
this
list,
then
the
Not
in
a
list
of
values
entity wasn't created by
values
condition is not true. Returns true if the value List(John, Joe. Jane)
either John, Joe or Jane.
of the attribute can not be found in the user
specified list.
Enables you to enter two values or two select See the section "Two Values" in the parent chapter
Between two
two fields from your data source. If the value of this one.
values
of the attribute can be found between the two
selected values (including these), then a match
is made and the condition returns true.
Not between two Enables you to enter two values or two select See the section "Two Values" in the parent chapter
two fields from your data source. If the value of this one.
values
of the attribute isn't between the two selected
values (including these), then a match is made
and the condition returns true.

Like
Not Like
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Date and Time Conditions.
The following conditions are only used when the attribute value is a date/time stamp. Certain other
conditions can also be used with dates, but this list denote conditions that are exclusive to dates.
Condition
Yesterday
Today
Tomorrow
In the next seven days
In the last seven days
In the next week
In the last week
In this month
In last month
On a specific date
On or before a specific date
On or after a specific date
This year
Last year
Next year
In the last X hours
In the next X hours
In the last X days
In the next X weeks
In the last X weeks
In the next X months
In the last X months
In the next X years
In the last X years
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Explanation
Matches with the date of yesterday.
Matches with the date of today.
Matches with the date of tomorrow.
Matches with the dates within the next seven days.
Matches with the dates within the last seven days.
Matches with the dates within the next week.
Matches with the dates within the last week.
Matches with the dates within the current month.
Matches with the dates within the previous month.
Matches with a specific date.
Matches with a specific date or any date before this date.
Matches with a specific date or any date after this date.
Matches with any date within the current year.
Matches with any date within the previous year.
Matches with any date within the next year.
Matches with any specific time within the past X hours.
Matches with any specific time within the coming X hours.
Matches with any date within the past X days.
Matches with any date within the coming X weeks.
Matches with any date within the past X weeks.
Matches with any date within the coming X months.
Matches with any date within the past X months.
Matches with any date within the coming X years.
Matches with any date within the past X years.
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Sample Match Criteria Setup
Various examples on how to set up your match criteria can be found here. These samples can be
used as guidelines or tutorials to help the user understand how match criteria work.
Sample 1:
Imagine you want to do a standard import of accounts to your CRM installation. Since all the
records come from a database that has some records stored which are identical with records in
your CRM database, you need to find a unique attribute that is never empty. E.g. we could chose
to compare the name of the accounts, to see if an account already exists in the database,
however, since we don't know if two accounts with identical names may exist in the database, this
isn't bulletproof. After looking at the two databases more thoroughly, we find out that from the
records we wish to import into the database, either the phone number or email is filled out for all
of them. Thus we know that a match can be made on either the email or the phone number.
We start by creating an "Or" filter as depicted in the screen below:

Then we follow up by creating the first condition:
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This condition states that there is a match if the email of the record in the CRM database is the
same (equal to) as the email in our data source:

The second condition states that there is a match if the telephone numbers match:

The final overall match criteria looks like this:
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Sample 2:
Imagine you have a long list of accounts and inside this list, there are certain records you wish to
import into CRM as updates to existing records. Imagine then that the records you wish to update
in CRM are known by an account number, that you only wish to update accounts based in Holland,
Belgium or Germany and only if the account is a preferred customer (Category 1). Alternatively,
some of these records could be based outside these countries, but only if an account number isn't
present and the account is a preferred customer (Category 1).
How would we proceed to setup such a match criteria?
First of all it seems there are two major groups and that the criteria fits inside only one of them,
enabling us to split the groups by an "Or" filter. Furthermore each of these groups can be broken
down into smaller parts.
The first group can basically be said to be an "And" filter, since all the conditions must match for a
record to match this group. This means that the following setup can be created:
Account Number = Account Number
AND
Account is in Holland, Belgium or Germany.
AND
Category = [1]Preferred Customer
Since only the "And" filter is used here, we can make one large "And" filter and put all three
conditions into this filter. It does state that Account is in Holland, Belgium or Germany, which
looks like an "Or" filter with three conditions, but since we can use the a list to set up these in one
condition, this won't be necessary.
We start by creating the upper "Or", followed by the overall "And" filter and the first condition,
which is the basic Account Number = Account Number - the match criteria then looks like this:
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Next we add the list condition, as seen in the following screen shot.

After the final condition has been created for the first group, we need to add a new filter for the
second group. The second group was defined as this: "Alternatively, some of these records could
be based outside these countries, but only if an account number isn't present and the account is a
preferred customer (Category 1)".
This basically states the following:
Account is NOT in Holland, Belgium or Germany.
AND
Account Number = Null
AND
Category = [1]Preferred Customer
Notice how much it looks like the previous group? The difference of course being that there
shouldn't be an account number at all and that the account doesn't belong to any of the
three previously mentioned countries.
Since we use the And twice here, but inside a group, we can use one overall "And" filter for this
group as well. In the match criteria screen, where should we add this filter? Since we've
established that the two groups belong under the "Or" filter, the second groups "And" filter should
also be added to this "Or" filter as depicted below.
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Finally we just need to add the three conditions and then the final match criteria will look as
follows:

Of course since we're only updating records that match our match criteria, the actions in the
overview of our import rule must be set accordingly. On no match, nothing should be done, on a
unique match, an update should be made and if multiple matches are found (which seems highly
unlikely, given our match criteria), nothing should be done.
The overview should look like this:
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Field mappings
Mapping fields from your data source to fields in a Microsoft Dynamics CRM entity have never
been this easy. Through a simple drag and drop interface, the user is given an unprecedented
overview of all of a given entity's fields, making them easily accessible.
When you click the mapping button in the main menu of your package window, the Field
Mappings view will appear as depicted below.
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In the left side you will find a list of your data source fields and in the right, a list of the fields of the
fields in the entity you've chosen to import to.
Now it's simply a matter of dragging fields from the list to the left to the corresponding fields in
the list to the right, as seen in the screen below, creating a line between the two mapped fields.

A neat feature is the ability to drag one data source field onto several CRM entity fields, enabling
you to map data source fields to more than one CRM entity field as depicted below.
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Should you wish to delete a mapping, simply select the line, which represents the mapping you
wish to delete (making it blue) and then click the "Delete Mapping" button in the top of the
window.

Be careful not to inadvertently select another line when doing so.
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Import Rules
Import Rules are collections of rules that can be applied to an import, with specific matching
actions, data source selection, matching and even dynamic fields and transformations. All of these
can be found individually explained in the sub-chapters under this chapter.

Actions
Various actions can be taken, depending on whether or not there is a match, what kind of match
and of course what you wish to accomplish.
In the Overview these actions can be set to fit with your import, the screenshot below shows the
overview window for an import rule.
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Various actions can be taken on three different occurrences, as depicted and explained in the
table below.
Occurrence:
On no match.
When no match was found.
On unique match.
When a single unique match was found.

Possible Actions:
Create. Create the record in the CRM database.
Ignore. Don't do anything.
Create. Create the record in the CRM database.
Ignore. Don't do anything.
Update. Update the record in the CRM database with
the one in the data source.
Delete. Delete the record in the CRM database.
On multiple matches.
Create. Create the record in the CRM database.
When one or more matches were found. Ignore. Don't do anything.
If there are No matches on a given record you can ignore or create. While the latter of these two
options may strike some as odd, look at it this way; think of a rule created to update only existing
records, in which case whenever no matches were made, Import Manager should ignore the
record.
If there’s a Unique match you can either update, ignore or create, as in the previous version of
Import Manager, noting that with the latter of the three options, duplicate records might be
created. Furthermore it is now possible to delete when a unique match is made, enabling you to
do deletion routines that in fact have no import functions at all.
The third setting looks at what happens when Multiple matches are made and it gives the same
two options found for the occurrence "On no match". That is, do you want to create the record or
simply ignore it.
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Cultures
Culture is used to set the format of the data source you're using when working with dates and
numbers. Depending on what country you're from, a certain format will be the norm when
working with either dates or numbers. E.g. in Denmark a date is written in the format dd-mmyyyy or 28-07-2008 for the 28th of July in the year 2008 and the same date in the United States of
America is written mm-dd-yy or 07-28-08. Likewise different countries write numbers in different
ways, using either a comma or a full stop to indicate where decimals should be used.
If you want to change the date format in the other end (when writing to the CRM database) so
that it differs from the CRM installation your importing into, you need to make a "Format Date"
transformation, refer to the chapter on “Transformations” to learn more about this subject.
When setting up an Import Rule, the culture can be set at the bottom of the Overview window, as
seen in the screenshot below.
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When setting the date you can select either "Default Culture" or "Specific culture".
The "Default Culture" will use the date format of the CRM installation you're importing into.
The "Specific culture" will set the date format to one of a long range of specific cultures, selected
from the associated drop down list (refer to the picture below).

When setting the culture for numbers, you can select either "Default Culture" or "Specific culture",
referring to the number format of the CRM installation you're importing into (default) or a specific
culture, selected from the associated drop down list (refer to the picture below).
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Dynamic Fields
You can use dynamic fields to combine data source fields and define constants or do a
combination of both.
Combining Datasource Fields
In some cases the data in your data source doesn't correspond with the data in CRM. E.g. the
fields in the entity you wish to import into may not offer a viable solution. In other cases you may
simply want to combine the data of one or more fields in your data source to a single field in CRM.
Example 1

Imagine you have a data source that offers the first, middle and last name of a contact in different
fields. Mapping each of these to their corresponding field in the CRM Contact entity is easy
enough, but you would also like to map the first and last name to the full name field of the CRM
Contact entity (some prefer first, middle and last). To do this, you would start by creating a
dynamic field with an appropriate name - we named it "Full Name minus Middle" in the example
below. Then you need to set the value, which in our case would be $$FIRST$$ $$LAST$$ as seen in
the screen shot below. To create the field you simply click the "Add" button.

The double $ sign are necessary to indicate that the field is taken from the datasource and the
combination seen above would leave a space in between the names.
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Example 2
In this example we'll add some text and a hyphen to create a range.
Imagine a CRM installation where a Casino records their customers with a gambling range that
specifies the amount they usually spend on gambling.
In the example below, we've created a dynamic field named "Gambling Range" and given it the
value US$: $$LOWER$$ to $$UPPER$$.
To create the field you simply click the "Add" button.

E.g. if the value for a given contact to be imported of the field LOWER was 1000 and the value of
the UPPER field was 5000, then the dynamic field (Gambling Range) created for this contact would
contain the following:
US$: 1000 to 5000
Defining Constants
In some cases it makes sense to define constants that you can later use when mapping fields. E.g.
if you're importing all the contacts from the company's Danish department into the company's
main CRM database, you could create a dynamic field named "Department" and set it to the value
"Denmark". Another use could be to create a constant with a value used for certain fields when
they're empty, such as NIL or EMPTY.
In the screenshot below, all of these constants have been created.
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In this screenshot of the "Field Mappings" window, you can see that all the created dynamics
fields can be located beneath the data source fields.
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Example 3
Starting Import Manager v9 it is possible to generate dynamic fields as a result of simple math calculation.

As can be seen in the figure above, the dynamic field can be created as a result of a mathematical
calculation. In the first example, the “total_discount” is a result of addition of the age_discount and
country_discount (these are fields in the datasource). If for instance age_discount=5 and
country_discount=7 “total_discount” will get 12 as value.

Transformations
Import Manager can do much more than merely import data into Microsoft CRM. If you need to
change data while it is being imported, the transformations feature gives you a powerful tool to do
so.
To create a transformation, select the field mapping you wish to apply the transformation to and
click the "Transformations" button in the top menu, as outlined in red in the picture below.

This will bring you to the transformations window where a range of transformations can be
selected (depicted below).
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Once a transformation has been applied to a field mapping, it is possible to edit this
transformation (depending on which kind of transformation it is) by opening up the
transformation window for the given field mapping.
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Right clicking the transformation and selecting "Select" (refer to the screen below).

Furthermore, by right clicking a transformation, it is possible to delete it or move it up and
down. The latter is necessary because transformations are applied from top to bottom and the
sequence in which they are applied can make for rather different outcomes!
For further details on the use of each of the transformations, look in the table below. If you need
in depth information, check out the examples below the table.
Table of Transformations:
Transformation.
Capitalize First Letters
Conditional Replace
Empty String Test
Left Trim
Right Trim
Lookup Value

Explanation.
Capitalizes the first letter in a string, unless it is already a capital letter.
Replaces a value with another.
Checks to see if a string is empty.
Removes spaces to the left of a string.
Removes spaces to the right of a string.
When mapping to a field in CRM that contains a GUID, it is necessary
to look up this value through a "Lookup Value" transformation.
Regex Replace
Use regular expressions to search and replace text.
Regex Test
Use regular expressions to either continue or ignore field
mapping/record.
Format Date
A way to set Date culture for individual fields instead of the entire
data source.
Automatic Picklist Mapper Will attempt to automatically map picklist options in the data source
with picklist options in the CRM entity.
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Capitalize First Letters.

As the name implies, this transformation simply makes sure that the first letter of the text based
data it is attached to, has a capitalized first letter. E.g. if you have a long list of records where the
first names haven't necessarily been written with capital letters and you want to fix this through
an update to CRM (or before importing into CRM) you could use this transformation. See the
screenshot below on how to setup this transformation.

Conditional Replace

The Conditional Replace transformation will replace a value in the data source with a new value
before inserting it into the CRM Database if the value matches the exact given value.
E.g. if you have a bunch of contacts in your data source and a range of them are using the same
company email and you wish to change this to none, you could do a setup as seen in the
screenshot below.
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Empty String Test

Checks to see if a string is empty. If a value is found to be empty (missing) it is then possible to do
either of the following:
Action.
Continue
Ignore field mapping
Ignore record
Insert empty value

Explanation.
Continue without any actions.
Ignore the field mapping for this record.
Ignore this entire record and skip to the next.
Insert the value empty.

And otherwise, if the string is NOT empty, the same options mentioned above can be
applied. Refer to the screenshot below.

Left Trim & Right Trim

These simple transformations will simply remove trailing or preceding spaces from the field,
before commencing with the update/import.
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Lookup Value

When mapping your data source to a CRM entity, you will invariably end up having to map to a
field that contains a GUID. This is a unique identifier used to identify an entity in CRM. All entities
have their own GUID and sometimes contain fields with the GUID of another entity, to create a
connection to this entity. E.g. an Account will often have a Contact and all entities belong to a
System User entity (the one that created the entity).
Let us look at an example in detail. You want to import contacts into CRM and you have a field in
your data source named owner, which denotes the user who created this entity and thus the
system user who owns it. In the Contact entity in CRM, the field that shows who the owner is,
really contains a GUID that points to the Owner entity which created the Contact record.

In the diagram above we see a Contact entity and a System User entity (the depiction of these has
been simplified). The Contact entity has two GUID's, its own GUID (MasterId) that other entities
use to relate to it (such as the arbitrary entities A and B) and a GUID (Owninguser) is uses to create
a relation to a System User entity, the System User entity who created the Contact.
In a data source, GUID's might not be used and instead the Owner field in a given data source you
wish to map to your Contact entity in CRM, could have a simple field with the telephone or name
of the owner. If this is the case, you should make a Lookup Value transformation to find the
correct GUID and in fact, even if your data source does use GUID's, you should still do the lookup,
to create the relation.
In the example below we've mapped the Owner field to the left with the Owner [ownerid] field to
the right whereupon a "lookup helper" pop up appears. To create the lookup value
transformation, we simply click "Yes".
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This opens up the "Lookup Transformation" window where you can select the entity type, whose
GUID you want to look up. Import Manager will only show you entities that match with the field
you're mapping to!

The next step is simply to create a match criteria, add a filter and then a condition.
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In our example, the Owner field in the data source contains the full name of the owner and so we
compare with "Full Name".

In the final screen, the lookup transformation has been created and the window can be closed
down.

Now, what happens is simply that when Import Manager processes the Owner to Owner fields, it
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compares the full name of the owner in the data source with system users in the CRM database
and once it finds a match, the GUID of the matched system user is inserted in the Owner field for
the contact in CRM.
Regex Replace

Regex Replace is a very powerful transformation tool, that uses Regular Expressions to search for
text to replace. For a full list and explanation see “Appendix B - Regular Expressions”
To create a Regex Replace transformation, select a field mapping and click the "Transformation"
button. From the "Transformation Type" drop down menu select "Regex Replace" and click "Add
Transformation".

The "Regular Expression Transformation" window will pop up, allowing you to enter an expression
to match and an expression to replace the match. To further accommodate the user, a "Test
value" field has been put in the bottom. Use this field to enter possible values and see what the
output would be.
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In the example above, the regular expression ^[\+] will look for a + sign at the beginning of the
string and replace it with two zeros. This has been done to change phone numbers and a test with
result is also depicted. A small and simple example, it nevertheless illustrates the usefulness of
the Regex Replace transformation.
These are some of the commonly used Regex transformations:
Regular expression
^.+$

Explanation
This Regular Expression will match all "non-emptystrings".

(?<Day>\d{1,2})\.(?<Month>\d{1,2})\.(?<Ye Matches all dates before "01.01.1900" and insert
ar>(?:1[0-8]\d{2}))
desired value.
Matches a "+" sign in the beginning of a telephone
number.
Matches a single-line string that does not allow the
"[^"\r\n]*"
quote character to appear inside the string.
Matches a complete line of text that contains any of
^.*\b(one|two|three)\b.*$
the words "one", "two" or "three".
Matches specific words that are close to each other
\b(word1|word2|word3)(?:\W+\w+){1,6}? separated by a white space i.e. "word2 is close to
\W+(word1|word2|word3)\b
word3". There will be a match if there are less than six
words in between the specific words.
^[ \t]+
Matches all white spaces before and after a string.
^[\+]
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Regex Test

Regex Test makes it possible to insert a regular expression and create various actions such as
"Continue", "Ignore field mapping" and "Ignore record" if there is a match.
To create a Regex Test transformation, simply choose it from the drop down menu and click "Add
transformation".

The "Regular Expression Transformation" window will popup and you will be able to insert your
regular expression and then choose action, for an explanations of these actions please see the
section "Empty String Test". There is also a "Test value" section where you can test your match,
the result area shows what the regular expression finds as a match.
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Format Date

Please note, that the "Format Date" transformation DOESN'T transform a date!
The "Format Date" transformation enables you to select how to read a certain field. This works
exactly as with culture and so it might seem redundant. However, when setting culture, you're
deciding how ALL the date/time fields of a data source must be read and with the "Format Date"
transformation you're setting how individual date/time fields must be read. This is a helpful
feature when importing from a data source that uses more than one date/time format.
Note that the "Format Date" transformation sets not only your date format, but also your time
format!
Refer to the example below for details.
We want to do a small import of Date Lists (test entities). The data source is depicted below and
contains two date columns, one formatted according to Danish culture and one according to US
culture.

We use default culture for the import, which fits with the column TIME US seen in the data source
above.

After setting up the import and mapping the fields, we make sure to add a "Date Transformation"
to the DATE DK field.
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Since we know this field is using the Danish standard, we set the transformation to "Danish
(Denmark)".

The result can be seen in the screenshot below.
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When working with a date in CRM, a date stamp is used, which contains a date and a time. E.g the
date stamp for the time of this writing would be 08/19/2008 05:08 PM on a CRM installation using
the American format or 19/08/2008 17:08 on a CRM installation using the Danish format.
In CRM this is pretty straightforward, as you're not allowed to enter invalid dates, but when you're
working with two different time formats and you want to change the time format of your data
source to that of your CRM installation, you need to be more careful, to avoid missing dates and
times.
Import Manager uses a simple system where you set the date culture of your import to a specific
country or the default culture of your CRM installation (which is the standard setting).
As an alternative to using the culture setting, you can use the "Format Date" transformation which
does exactly the same as the culture setting, except it does it for individual fields. This enables
you to import date fields from the same data source, but with different formats.
To learn more about culture, check out the chapter on “culture”.
To learn more about date transformations, check out the section on the "Format Date"
transformation in the chapter about “Transformations”.
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Automatic Picklist Mapper

This transformation is a useful tool that will automatically map picklists from the data source with
picklists in the CRM entity, provided they correspond with each other. If for example the data
source uses the numbers 1, 2 and 3 to indicate colors in a picklist and the entity in CRM uses Red,
Green and Yellow, no mapping will take place. On the other hand, if the data source uses the
colors Red, Green and Blue and the CRM entity uses Red, Green and Yellow, only the options Red
and Green will be mapped. Thus it is a good idea to check picklists in both the data source and the
CRM entity you're importing into, before utilizing the automatic picklist mapper.
To use the Automatic Picklist Mapper select the field mapping you wish to apply it to and then
click the "Transformations" button in the top bar. From the "Transformation Type" drop down
menu, select "Automatic Picklist Mapper" and click the "Add Transformation" button.

This will bring you to the "Automatic Picklist Mapper" window as depicted below.
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If a matching fails, you need to determine whether Import Manager should merely skip the field or
skip the whole row, effectively ignoring the record. Once you've decided, simply close down the
transformation windows.
Insert Timestamp

With this transformation you can add a timestamp on each processed record, this is good for
auditing purposes to keep track on when the record was created or updated. To use this
transformation you need a "date" or "date and time" field in CRM. You can choose to "replace"
your source data with date information or to "append" the information to your source data.
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Post Import Events

Post Import Events is a set of post-processes that further help you to meet you business
requirements. There are different post events for different types of entities but some are available
on all entities such as setting the owner or state of the record.
Press the "Post Import Events" button in the upper right corner of the import rule window to open
the dialogue.

Table of Post Import Events:
Post Event
Add Member List
Remove Member List
Assign Message
Execute Workflow
Set State
Close Incident
(Incident/Case entity)
Send Email (Email entity)
Send Fax (Fax entity)

Explanation.
Use this post event to add accounts, contacts or leads to your
marketing list, match source row data with unique id in list entity.
Same as above but are restricted to update of records.
Use this post event to set the owner of your records, match source
row data with unique id in system user entity.
Use this post event to execute a published on-demand workflow on
the given entity.
This post event makes it possible to set the records to an active or
inactive state.
Use this post event to close an incident.
Use this post event to send emails after created or updated.
Same as above.

Add/Remove Member List
This Post Event lets you add or remove Accounts, Contacts or Leads to or from Marketing Lists. To
use this feature create an import rule with one of the mentioned entity and add the Post Event.
Use some kind of unique id or name in your data source (or a constant value as shown below) to
add/remove records in your Marketing Lists. For example you can match the "name" field on the
List.
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Assign Message
Use this Post Event to assign the owner to each of your created or updated record, match your
datasource or some constant value with some unique id in the "systemuser" entity.
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Execute Workflow
Enabling this Post Import Event you can choose to execute an "on demand" workflow after each
record is created or updated.

Set State
If you want to change the state of your updated or imported records you should use this Post
Import Event.
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Close Incident
This Post Import Event has no settings, it will close all updated or created Incidents (Cases).
Send Email
Use this Post Import Event to send your created or updated Email messages.
Send Fax
Use this Post Import Event to send your created or updated Fax messages
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Many-to-Many Rule
The Many-to-Many Rule is selected when you want to import (create) relations rather than actual
entities. If you want to do relations that are One-to-Many or Many-to-One, using lookup
transformations while importing will do the trick. This type of import is used to create Many-toMany relations between existing entities only.
Several Many-to-Many system relations exist between the entities in Microsoft Dynamics CRM,
but Import Manager will disregard these altogether.
This means that you can only do this kind of import on custom relations, whether between custom
entities or standard entities.
We'll illustrate this with an example, which creates relations between Contact entities and
Account entities.
Example
We start by creating a custom NN relation between the Contact and Account entities.
To do this, we open up the Account entity for customization. Click "Settings" in the lower left
corner, followed by "Customization" in the settings menu that appear above and finally
"Customize Entities" that appears in the main window.
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Open the Account entity by double clicking it.

Select "N:N Relationships" in the details menu to the left and click the "New Many-to-Many
Relationship" button as outlined in red in the screenshot below.

When setting up the new relationship, we choose the Contact entity under Other Entity and set it
up so that the relationship is visible under the "Details" area in both entities.
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This will enable us to view all contacts related to an account by selecting "Contacts" from the
details menu, as depicted in the screenshot below. The same will be possible opening a contact
(to view related Accounts).
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In our import we want to relate 7 contacts with 3 accounts, so that all Contacts are related to all
Accounts.
The contacts can be seen in the column on the left and the accounts in the column on the right
(both below).

The datasource we're using for this purpose looks like this.

Unlike most normal data sources, there are only two fields for each record, as we simply need to
identify the entities only and not import any data. Thus in the datasource above there's a field to
identify each of the two entities, but no additional information.
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We set up the Import Rule.

Since we're working with comparison of two different entities, we have to set up a matching
criteria for both, as seen below.
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Once the matching criteria has been set up, we click the "Design" tab and execute our import.

Finally, we check out if the relations have been properly created inside CRM, by opening up the
first Account.

As you can see from the list above, relations with all seven contacts were created.
As depicted in the example, it is fast and easy to create NN relations with Import Manager, though
checking them afterwards can be time consuming.
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Package Validation
After you've set up your package and it's ready to run, you might want to do a validation first, to
see what happens, before you make changes to the CRM Database by actually running your
package.
In your package, simply hit the "Validate" button, found in the middle of the "Execution" panel, as
depicted below.

The screen will change to the "Validation" screen and you can follow the status, as outlined in red
in the screen shot below.

Once the validation gets going, it will start counting records processed, created, deleted, failed etc.
in the outlined area as seen below.
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In this screenshot (above), all records were processed, without any errors and yet no records were
created, deleted or updated and in fact they were all ignored; however, as this was a previously
used import and all the records already exist in the CRM database and since we've set up the
actions so that it will ignore records already present in the database, this is all as it should be.
Knowing what should happen and noting what does happen when validating, is key to using this
tool properly.
In the lower right corner of the "Validation" screen, there's a button named "Get Log Details",
with a page drop down menu to the left. If you hit this button, the lower area of the "Validation"
window will be populated with log details, as seen in the example below.
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The level of detail here, will obviously depend on what logging level you chose under the overview
of the package. The logging level used in the example above was set to "Medium".

Naturally in larger imports, there will be several pages of information from the log, hence the page
drop down menu, to access these.
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Run Imports
After you've set up your package and done a validation and once you feel you're ready, it's time to
run the import.
In your package, simply hit the "Run" button, found in the middle of the "Execution" panel, as
depicted below.

Alternatively you can right click the package in the "servers view", select "Execute" and then your
level of logging for the import and the import will be executed (screen below).
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If you hit the "Run" button in the "Execution" panel, you will be taken to the "Import Rule
Execution Window", which looks just like the "Validation" window. The difference of course, is
that you are now actually executing and not just doing a test run to see what would've happened.
In the screenshot below, we can see the execution in process. In this example only 24 records
have been processed so far and of these 11 have been deleted, while 4 failed and 9 were ignored.

As this import was set to delete (and so in fact was a delete procedure), this is as it should be. The
final output is depicted below, where we've hit the "Get Log Details" button, just like it's possible
after a validation, to see why so many records failed.
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43 of the 130 records failed, while 42 were deleted and 45 were ignored. When something like
this happens, the log comes in handy, to determine what went wrong and take actions to prevent
errors. As outlined in red above, at least this particular failed record, was due to a CRM Error.
To see other pages from the log, simply choose the page from the page drop down menu as
depicted below and hit the "Get Log Details" button.
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Scheduled Tasks
Import Manager can be setup to work on a schedule, running an import (or other data manipulation
package) on a regular basis. This is extremely convenient under some circumstances, e.g.
where server resources should be preserved and large imports may take time and resources away
when needed.
Click the "Schedule" button at the top of your package window.
This will take you to the "Scheduling" window where you can set up new schedules.

Notice, that to create a new schedule, you need to provide Import Manager with a date and a time,
where this schedule should commence and then a recurrence which determines how often the
Import will run after this initial time (for the sake of convenience we'll use the word Import, even
though we're talking about any data manipulation task that Import Manager is capable of). Please
note that the schedule runs according to the local time on the computer where you've installed
Import Manager, so make sure that the clock is set to the correct time.
In the example below, three different schedules have been set up for the sake of an example.

From the top down, the first example is set to run on an hourly basis, starting on the 30th of July
2008, 12:50 PM. The second example runs noon every day, starting on the 31st of July 2008. The
final example is set to run once a week an hour before midnight, starting the 31st of July 2008.
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Running Jobs
Running jobs shows all the current user's imports in a list. There are possibilities to either pause or
cancel an import by right-clicking the Import file. You can also view the log file from this menu.
At the summary section you can see how many records being created, updated, deleted, ignored
or failed. There is also a graphic performance overview window. In the configuration section you
can customize refresh rate, colors and max rows shown per second.
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The Log
When you set up a package, it is possible to determine what level of logging you want in the
bottom of the "Overview" window (as depicted below). Full logging will slow down the import, but
provide you with full details on the import and usually a very long log file, while the minimal level
will speed up the import and only provide very little information.
The Medium level will strike a balance between the two.

Once you've validated or executed your import and even while it is running, you can access the log
file page by page, at the bottom of the window (refer to the screen shot below). Simply click the
"Get Log Details" button in the bottom right corner, using the "Page" drop down to determine
which page you want to view.
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If you want to access previous logs, this can be done by accessing running jobs (the "Running jobs"
button in the bottom left), selecting the package from the list and then clicking the "View log" link
in the bottom right corner.

This will open up a browser with the selected log, as depicted in the screen shot below.
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At the bottom of this browser, you can select the different pages.

Since this way of looking at the log can make it difficult to find exactly what you want to, as an
alternative, you can open up the actual log file (text file) and browse through this, though this is
not recommended, nor supported!
Browse to "c:\program files (x86)\crm extensions\ImportManager 5\ImportFiles\<Name of your
Server>\<Name of your package>" and you will find a lot of text files with a .log extension. Since
the names won't help you much, find the correct text file, by referring to the date and time it was
created/modified.
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The Command Line Client
It is possible to manage jobs directly from the Command Line.
To do so you must first install the command line client, as described in the sub chapter "Installing
the Command Line Client".
In the second sub chapter "Running the Command Line Client" we describe how to use the
Command Line Client in detail.

Installing the Command Line Client
To use the command line client you must first install it. To do so, browse to the "Downloads"
folder which can be found in the installation root of Import Manager - usually "C:\Program
Files\CRM Extensions\ImportManager 5\" as seen in the screen below.

Double click the file named "CommandLineClientSetup.msi" to start the installation.
Follow the steps below for a detailed guide through the installer.
1. Welcome.

Simply click "Next".
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2. Installation Settings.

Choose where you want to install the command line client. The default directory is "C:\Program
Files\CRM Extensions\ImportManager 5 Commandline Client\". If you're worried about disk
space, click disk cost to check. Furthermore you can select whether the installation should be for
everyone or rather the current user (Just me).
Once you've made your choices, click "Next".
3. Confirm.

Simply click "Next" to confirm the installation.
4. Wait.

Wait while the installer installs the command line client.
5. Complete.

The command line client has now been installed and is ready for use.
Click "Next".

Running the Command Line Client
The Command Line Client calls your import jobs via the Windows Command Line (usually
c:\windows\system32\cmd.exe), this can either be done with a .bat file or you can implement this
feature to your own code projects. If you choose to run Import.exe manually from cmd.exe you
will see the syntax used for Command Line Client.
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Further explanation:
"Server" should be the specified server you added through Import Manager client that you wish to
run import jobs from. Remember to use quotation marks on your server-name.
"Filename" is another word for the specific package you wish to run.
"URL" should be the address to your Import Manager server.
Notice that an equal sign is necessary and that the address have to end with a forward slash sign,
i.e -URL=http://localhost:5544/
This is an example on how a command inside a .bat file could look like when the url to your Import
Manager server is specified:

After saving, closing and opening the .bat file we can see that the "Job Successfully started".
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This import job is also showed inside our Import Manager client.
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Appendix A – Installing SQL
While any of the multitude of SQL installations can be used, it will usually makes most sense, to
simply use SQL Server from Microsoft, which will be present on any server with Microsoft
Dynamics CRM installed. However, if you're installing Import Manager on a machine with no SQL
Installation present, you should consider installing a version of SQL Server. For information about
how to do this, please refer to the documentation provided with SQL Server.
Alternatively SQL Express is readily available from the internet and can be installed in a few short
steps, as seen below.
SQL Express 2005 can be downloaded from Microsoft using the following link:
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=220549b5-0b07-4448-8848dcc397514b41&displaylang=en
Simply run the .exe file and follow the instructions.
Alternatively you can run the installer from a command console like this:
sqlexpr32.exe /qn addlocal=all instancename="SQLExpressIM5" SECURITYMODE=SQL
SAPWD=Password#1 SQLAUTOSTART=1
This will install a SQL Express instance named “SQLExpressIM5”, which you can log into (see step 6
in the detailed version for installing Import Manager 5) using the login “sa” and the password
“Password#1”.
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Appendix B – Regular Expressions
Regular expressions (more commonly known by its acronym Regex) provides us with a powerful,
flexible, and efficient method for processing text. Using regex will allow you to quickly parse even
large amounts of text, to locate specific character patterns.
Import Manager uses Microsoft .NET Framework regular expressions, which incorporate the most
popular features of other regular expression implementations. It is designed to be compatible with
Perl 5 regular expressions and furthermore, .NET Framework regular expressions include features
not yet seen in other implementations, such as right-to-left matching and on-the-fly compilation.
If you're familiar with the meta character * used in the DOS file system (as well as in many other
places, such as in certain search engines) to represent any single character or group of characters,
you're already familiar with the basics of regex. The DOS file command COPY *.DOC A: commands
the file system to copy any file with a .DOC file name extension to the disk in drive A. The
metacharacter * stands in for any file name in front of the file name extension .DOC. Regex takes
this basic idea and extends it to encompass much more, providing a large set of metacharacters
that make it possible to describe very complex text-matching expressions with relatively few
characters.
We will describe some of the basics of regex, as well as provide you with lists of character escapes,
substitutions, character classes and more in the sub chapter under this chapter. Furthermore you
can find some examples on regex in this chapter, as well as some examples on using regex in
Import Manager in the chapter about transformations.
To read about regex in detail, use the following link:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hs600312.aspx
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Regex List
The following sections on Character Escapes, Substitutions and Character Classes are all excerpts
from Microsoft's technical pages. They've been added to provide the user with an easy reference.
Character Escapes.
Most of the important regular expression language operators are unescaped single
characters. The escape character \ (a single backslash) signals to the regular expression parser
that the character following the backslash is not an operator. For example, the parser treats an
asterisk (*) as a repeating quantifier and a backslash followed by an asterisk (\*) as the Unicode
character 002A.
The character escapes listed in this table are recognized both in regular expressions and in
replacement patterns.
Escaped Character
Ordinary characters
\a
\b
\t
\r
\v
\f
\n
\e
\040

\x20
\cC
\u0020
\

Description
Characters other than . $ ^ { [ ( | ) * + ? \ match themselves.
Matches a bell (alarm) \u0007.
Matches a backspace \u0008 if in a [] character class; otherwise, see the note following this
table.
Matches a tab \u0009.
Matches a carriage return \u000D.
Matches a vertical tab \u000B.
Matches a form feed \u000C.
Matches a new line \u000A.
Matches an escape \u001B.
Matches an ASCII character as octal (up to three digits); numbers with no leading zero are
backreferences if they have only one digit or if they correspond to a capturing group number.
(For more information, see Backreferences.) For example, the character \040 represents a space.
Matches an ASCII character using hexadecimal representation (exactly two digits).
Matches an ASCII control character; for example, \cC is control-C.
Matches a Unicode character using hexadecimal representation (exactly four digits).
When followed by a character that is not recognized as an escaped character, matches that
character. For example, \* is the same as \x2A.

The escaped character \b is a special case. In a regular expression, \b denotes a word boundary
(between \w and \W characters) except within a [] character class, where \b refers to the
backspace character. In a replacement pattern, \b always denotes a backspace.
Substitutions.
Substitutions are allowed only within replacement patterns.
Character escapes and substitutions are the only special constructs recognized in a replacement
pattern. All the syntactic constructs described in the following sections are allowed only in regular
expressions; they are not recognized in replacement patterns. For example, the replacement
pattern a*${txt}b inserts the string "a*" followed by the substring matched by the txt capturing
group, if any, followed by the string "b". The * character is not recognized as a metacharacter
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within a replacement pattern! Similarly, $ patterns are not recognized within regular expression
matching patterns. Within regular expressions, $ designates the end of the string.
The following table shows how to define named and numbered replacement patterns.
Character
$ number
${ name }
$$
$&
$`
$'
$+
$_

Description
Substitutes the last substring matched by group number number (decimal).
Substitutes the last substring matched by a (?<name> ) group.
Substitutes a single "$" literal.
Substitutes a copy of the entire match itself.
Substitutes all the text of the input string before the match.
Substitutes all the text of the input string after the match.
Substitutes the last group captured.
Substitutes the entire input string.

Character Classes.
A character class represents a set of characters that can match an input string. You can combine
literal characters, escape characters, and character classes to form a regular expression pattern.
Character classes define sets of characters. Some character classes are equivalent to one or more
Unicode general category values or Unicode blocks. A Unicode general category defines the broad
classification of a character; that is, whether the character is a type of letter, decimal digit,
separator, mathematical symbol, punctuation or something else. For example, the Lu general
category represents "Letter, Uppercase" and the Sm category represents "Symbol, Math". For
more information, see Supported Unicode General Categories below.
A Unicode block is a named range of Unicode code points. The .NET Framework provides a set of
named blocks derived from the Unicode block names. For example, the .NET Framework provides
the IsBasicLatin named block, which corresponds to the Basic Latin Unicode block and contains
characters ranging from U+0000 through U+007F. For more information, see Supported Named
Blocks below.
The .NET Framework supports character class subtraction expressions, which enables you to
define a set of characters as the result of excluding one character class from another character
class. For more information, see Character Class Subtraction at the bottom of this section.
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Character Class Syntax
The following table summarizes the character classes and their syntax.
Character Class
[ character_group ]

Description
(Positive character group.) Matches any character in the specified character group.
The character group consists of one or more literal characters, escape characters, character
ranges, or character classes that are concatenated.

For example, to specify all vowels, use [aeiou]. To specify all punctuation and decimal digit
characters, code [\p{P}\d].
[^ character_group ] (Negative character group.) Matches any character not in the specified character group.
The character group consists of one or more literal characters, escape characters, character
ranges, or character classes that are concatenated. The leading carat character (^) is
mandatory and indicates the character group is a negative character group instead of a positive
character group.
For example, to specify all characters except vowels, use [^aeiou]. To specify all characters
except punctuation and decimal digit characters, use [^\p{P}\d].
[ firstCharacter (Character range.) Matches any character in a range of characters.
lastCharacter ]
A character range is a contiguous series of characters defined by specifying the first character
in the series, a hyphen (-), and then the last character in the series. Two characters are
contiguous if they have adjacent Unicode code points. Two or more character ranges can be
concatenated.
For example, to specify the range of decimal digits from '0' through '9', the range of lowercase
letters from 'a' through 'f', and the range of uppercase letters from 'A' through 'F', use [0-9a-fAF].
.
(The period character.) Matches any character except \n. If modified by the Singleline option, a
period character matches any character. For more information, see Regular Expression
Options.
Note that a period character in a positive or negative character group (a period within square
brackets) is treated as a literal period character, not a character class.
\p{ name }
Matches any character in the Unicode general category or named block specified by name (for
example, Ll, Nd, Z, IsGreek, and IsBoxDrawing).
\P{ name }
Matches any character not in Unicode general category or named block specified in name.
\w
Matches any word character. Equivalent to the Unicode general categories
[\p{Ll}\p{Lu}\p{Lt}\p{Lo}\p{Nd}\p{Pc}\p{Lm}]. If ECMAScript-compliant behavior is specified
with the ECMAScript option, \w is equivalent to [a-zA-Z_0-9].
\W
Matches any nonword character. Equivalent to the Unicode general categories
[^\p{Ll}\p{Lu}\p{Lt}\p{Lo}\p{Nd}\p{Pc}\p{Lm}]. If ECMAScript-compliant behavior is specified
with the ECMAScript option, \W is equivalent to [^a-zA-Z_0-9].
\s
Matches any white-space character. Equivalent to the escape sequences and Unicode general
categories [\f\n\r\t\v\x85\p{Z}]. If ECMAScript-compliant behavior is specified with the
ECMAScript option, \s is equivalent to [ \f\n\r\t\v].
\S
Matches any non-white-space character. Equivalent to the escape sequences and Unicode
general categories [^\f\n\r\t\v\x85\p{Z}]. If ECMAScript-compliant behavior is specified with
the ECMAScript option, \S is equivalent to [^ \f\n\r\t\v].
\d
Matches any decimal digit. Equivalent to \p{Nd} for Unicode and [0-9] for non-Unicode,
ECMAScript behavior.
\D
Matches any nondigit character. Equivalent to \P{Nd} for Unicode and [^0-9] for non-Unicode,
ECMAScript behavior.
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Supported Unicode General Categories.
Unicode defines the general categories and descriptions listed in the following table. For more
information, see the "UCD File Format" and "General Category Values" subtopics at the Unicode
Character Database.
Category
Lu
Ll
Lt
Lm
Lo
Mn
Mc
Me
Nd
Nl
No
Pc
Pd
Ps
Pe
Pi
Pf
Po
Sm
Sc
Sk
So
Zs
Zl
Zp
Cc
Cf
Cs
Co
Cn

Description
Letter, Uppercase
Letter, Lowercase
Letter, Titlecase
Letter, Modifier
Letter, Other
Mark, Nonspacing
Mark, Spacing Combining
Mark, Enclosing
Number, Decimal Digit
Number, Letter
Number, Other
Punctuation, Connector
Punctuation, Dash
Punctuation, Open
Punctuation, Close
Punctuation, Initial quote (may behave like Ps or Pe depending on usage)
Punctuation, Final quote (may behave like Ps or Pe depending on usage)
Punctuation, Other
Symbol, Math
Symbol, Currency
Symbol, Modifier
Symbol, Other
Separator, Space
Separator, Line
Separator, Paragraph
Other, Control
Other, Format
Other, Surrogate
Other, Private Use
Other, Not Assigned (no characters have this property)
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The .NET Framework provides additional categories that represent a set of Unicode character
categories, as shown in the following table.
Category
C
L
M
N
P
S
Z

Description
(All control characters) Cc, Cf, Cs, Co, and Cn.
(All letters) Lu, Ll, Lt, Lm, and Lo.
(All diacritic marks) Mn, Mc, and Me.
(All numbers) Nd, Nl, and No.
(All punctuation) Pc, Pd, Ps, Pe, Pi, Pf, and Po.
(All symbols) Sm, Sc, Sk, and So.
(All separators) Zs, Zl, and Zp.

Supported Named Blocks
The .NET Framework provides the named blocks listed in the following table. The set of supported
named blocks is based on Unicode 4.0 and Perl 5.6.
Code point range
0000 - 007F
0080 - 00FF
0100 - 017F
0180 - 024F
0250 - 02AF
02B0 - 02FF
0300 - 036F
0370 - 03FF

0400 - 04FF
0500 - 052F
0530 - 058F
0590 - 05FF
0600 - 06FF
0700 - 074F
0780 - 07BF
0900 - 097F
0980 - 09FF
0A00 - 0A7F
0A80 - 0AFF
0B00 - 0B7F
0B80 - 0BFF
0C00 - 0C7F
0C80 - 0CFF
0D00 - 0D7F
0D80 - 0DFF
0E00 - 0E7F

Block name
IsBasicLatin
IsLatin-1Supplement
IsLatinExtended-A
IsLatinExtended-B
IsIPAExtensions
IsSpacingModifierLetters
IsCombiningDiacriticalMarks
IsGreek
-orIsGreekandCoptic
IsCyrillic
IsCyrillicSupplement
IsArmenian
IsHebrew
IsArabic
IsSyriac
IsThaana
IsDevanagari
IsBengali
IsGurmukhi
IsGujarati
IsOriya
IsTamil
IsTelugu
IsKannada
IsMalayalam
IsSinhala
IsThai
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0E80 - 0EFF
0F00 - 0FFF
1000 - 109F
10A0 - 10FF
1100 - 11FF
1200 - 137F
13A0 - 13FF
1400 - 167F
1680 - 169F
16A0 - 16FF
1700 - 171F
1720 - 173F
1740 - 175F
1760 - 177F
1780 - 17FF
1800 - 18AF
1900 - 194F
1950 - 197F
19E0 - 19FF
1D00 - 1D7F
1E00 - 1EFF
1F00 - 1FFF
2000 - 206F
2070 - 209F
20A0 - 20CF
20D0 - 20FF

2100 - 214F
2150 - 218F
2190 - 21FF
2200 - 22FF
2300 - 23FF
2400 - 243F
2440 - 245F
2460 - 24FF
2500 - 257F
2580 - 259F
25A0 - 25FF
2600 - 26FF
2700 - 27BF
27C0 - 27EF
27F0 - 27FF
2800 - 28FF
2900 - 297F
2980 - 29FF

IsLao
IsTibetan
IsMyanmar
IsGeorgian
IsHangulJamo
IsEthiopic
IsCherokee
IsUnifiedCanadianAboriginalSyllabics
IsOgham
IsRunic
IsTagalog
IsHanunoo
IsBuhid
IsTagbanwa
IsKhmer
IsMongolian
IsLimbu
IsTaiLe
IsKhmerSymbols
IsPhoneticExtensions
IsLatinExtendedAdditional
IsGreekExtended
IsGeneralPunctuation
IsSuperscriptsandSubscripts
IsCurrencySymbols
IsCombiningDiacriticalMarksforSymbols
-orIsCombiningMarksforSymbols
IsLetterlikeSymbols
IsNumberForms
IsArrows
IsMathematicalOperators
IsMiscellaneousTechnical
IsControlPictures
IsOpticalCharacterRecognition
IsEnclosedAlphanumerics
IsBoxDrawing
IsBlockElements
IsGeometricShapes
IsMiscellaneousSymbols
IsDingbats
IsMiscellaneousMathematicalSymbols-A
IsSupplementalArrows-A
IsBraillePatterns
IsSupplementalArrows-B
IsMiscellaneousMathematicalSymbols-B
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2A00 - 2AFF
2B00 - 2BFF
2E80 - 2EFF
2F00 - 2FDF
2FF0 - 2FFF
3000 - 303F
3040 - 309F
30A0 - 30FF
3100 - 312F
3130 - 318F
3190 - 319F
31A0 - 31BF
31F0 - 31FF
3200 - 32FF
3300 - 33FF
3400 - 4DBF
4DC0 - 4DFF
4E00 - 9FFF
A000 - A48F
A490 - A4CF
AC00 - D7AF
D800 - DB7F
DB80 - DBFF
DC00 - DFFF
E000 - F8FF
F900 - FAFF
FB00 - FB4F
FB50 - FDFF
FE00 - FE0F
FE20 - FE2F
FE30 - FE4F
FE50 - FE6F
FE70 - FEFF
FF00 - FFEF
FFF0 - FFFF

IsSupplementalMathematicalOperators
IsMiscellaneousSymbolsandArrows
IsCJKRadicalsSupplement
IsKangxiRadicals
IsIdeographicDescriptionCharacters
IsCJKSymbolsandPunctuation
IsHiragana
IsKatakana
IsBopomofo
IsHangulCompatibilityJamo
IsKanbun
IsBopomofoExtended
IsKatakanaPhoneticExtensions
IsEnclosedCJKLettersandMonths
IsCJKCompatibility
IsCJKUnifiedIdeographsExtensionA
IsYijingHexagramSymbols
IsCJKUnifiedIdeographs
IsYiSyllables
IsYiRadicals
IsHangulSyllables
IsHighSurrogates
IsHighPrivateUseSurrogates
IsLowSurrogates
IsPrivateUse
IsPrivateUseArea
IsCJKCompatibilityIdeographs
IsAlphabeticPresentationForms
IsArabicPresentationForms-A
IsVariationSelectors
IsCombiningHalfMarks
IsCJKCompatibilityForms
IsSmallFormVariants
IsArabicPresentationForms-B
IsHalfwidthandFullwidthForms

Character Class Subtraction
A character class defines a set of characters. Character class subtraction yields a set of characters
that is the result of excluding the characters in one character class from another character class.
A character class subtraction expression has the following form:
[ base_group -[ excluded_group ]]
The square brackets ([]) and hyphen (-) are mandatory. The base_group is a positive or negative
character group as described in the Character Class Syntax table. The excluded_group component
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is another positive or negative character group, or another character class subtraction expression
(that is, you can nest character class subtraction expressions).
For example, suppose you have a base group that consists of the character range from 'a' through
'z'. To define the set of characters that consists of the base group except for the character 'm', use
[a-z-[m]]. To define the set of characters that consists of the base group except for the set of
characters 'd', 'j', and 'p', use [a-z-[djp]]. To define the set of characters that consists of the base
group except for the character range from 'm' through 'p', use [a-z-[m-p]].
Consider the nested character class subtraction expression, [a-z-[d-w-[m-o]]]. The expression is
evaluated from the innermost character range outward. First, the character range from 'm'
through 'o' is subtracted from the character range 'd' through 'w', which yields the set of
characters from 'd' through 'l' and 'p' through 'w'. That set is then subtracted from the character
range from 'a' through 'z', which yields the set of characters, [abcmnoxyz].
You can use any character class with character class subtraction. To define the set of characters
that consists of all Unicode characters from \u0000 through \uFFFF except white-space characters
(\s), the characters in the punctuation general category (\p{P}), the characters in the IsGreek
named block (\p{IsGreek}), and the Unicode NEXT LINE control character (\x85), use [\u0000\uFFFF-[\s\p{P}\p{IsGreek}\x85]].
Choose character classes for a character class subtraction expression that will yield useful results.
Avoid an expression that yields an empty set of characters, which cannot match anything, or an
expression that is equivalent to the original base group. For example, the empty set is the result of
the expression [\p{IsBasicLatin}-[\x00-\x7F]], which subtracts all characters from the IsBasicLatin
general category. Similarly, the original base group is the result of the expression [a-z-[0-9]]. This is
because the base group, which is the character range of letters from 'a' through 'z', does not
contain any characters in the excluded group, which is the character range of decimal digits from
'0' through '9'.
Note that XML Schema Regular Expressions has similar support for character class subtraction.

Links
Using links you can create your match criteria or transformation by including fields that are not
directly exposed in the imported entity. This means that you can base your match criteria not only
the field of the entity but also on the fields of the entities that are connected to the entity you are
trying to import to.
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Sample 1
Imagine you need to import contacts and you want to match by contact’s parent account. Using
links you can match the contacts that have the parent account name equal/not equal to the value
from the data source.
If in your CRM there is a contact that has parent account name = $$ParentAccountName$$, then
IM match criteria will return “One” and it will execute the action you selected for this case.
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